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Abstract—Decentralized optimization algorithms are impor-
tant in different contexts, such as distributed optimal power flow
or distributed model predictive control, as they avoid central
coordination and enable decomposition of large-scale problems.
In case of constrained non-convex optimization only a few algo-
rithms are currently are available; often their performance is lim-
ited, or they lack convergence guarantees. This paper proposes a
framework for decentralized non-convex optimization via bi-level
distribution of the Augmented Lagrangian Alternating Direction
Inexact Newton (ALADIN) algorithm. Bi-level distribution means
that the outer ALADIN structure is combined with an inner
distribution/decentralization level solving a condensed variant of
ALADIN’s convex coordination QP by decentralized algorithms.
We prove sufficient conditions ensuring local convergence while
allowing for inexact decentralized/distributed solutions of the
coordination QP. Moreover, we show how a decentralized variant
of conjugate gradient or decentralized ADMM schemes can be
employed at the inner level. We draw upon case studies from
power systems and robotics to illustrate the performance of the
proposed framework.
Index Terms—Decentralized optimization, decomposition, AL-
ADIN, ADMM, conjugate gradient, distributed optimal power
flow, distributed nonlinear model predictive control.
I. INTRODUCTION
Distributed optimization algorithms are of interest in many
engineering applications due to their ability to solve large-
scale problems efficiently and enable solution to optimization
problems with limited information exchange [1].1 These al-
gorithms often employ a (usually simple) global coordination
step while computationally expensive operations are executed
in parallel or decentralized by local agents. Some algorithms
avoid any kind of central coordination and communicate on
a neighborhood basis only; they are commonly denoted as
decentralized [4]. Decentralized algorithms are of significant
application interest; yet they are difficult to design and to
analyze.
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1Note that there is no unified notion of distributed optimization—while
the classical optimization literature allows for (preferably small) central
coordination [2], in the power systems community optimization with any kind
of centralized coordination is called hierarchical or hierarchically distributed
[3].
The majority of results on distributed optimization inves-
tigates convex problems [1, 2, 5]. Many practically relevant
problems, however, are inherently non-convex; examples range
from non-linear model predictive control [6, 7] to power
systems [8–10] and wireless sensor networks [11].
An approach to unconstrained non-convex problems via
a push-sum algorithm can be found in [12]; [13] employs
an alternating trust-region method with convergence guaran-
tees for general non-convex problems. Algorithms based on
distributing steps of centralized algorithms like Sequential
Quadratic Programming (SQP) can be found in [14, 15]. A
decomposition method of the linear algebra subproblems of an
interior point method using the Schur complement is presented
in [16]. Moreover, for special classes of non-convex problems,
the Augmented Direction of Multipliers Method (ADMM) has
convergence guarantees [17, 18]. Note, however, that only
a few algorithms for decentralized non-convex optimization
exist; to the best of our knowledge the only currently available
algorithms are decentralized variants of the before mentioned
algorithms [17] and [12].
The present paper proposes a design framework for general
purpose decentralized algorithms applicable to constrained
non-convex optimization defined over networks with generic
topology. To this end, we build upon the Augmented La-
grangian Alternating Direction Inexact Newton (ALADIN)
method [19] which solves general non-convex problems to
local optimality with guarantees. ALADIN exhibits advanta-
geous local quadratic convergence under mild technical as-
sumptions; however it requires solving a centralized Quadratic
Program (QP) as coordination step.
Specifically, we propose to decentralize ALADIN by solv-
ing the coordination QP—which is the only centralized step—
in a decentralized fashion.2 To this end, we apply condensing
techniques similar to [20, 21] to reduce the dimension of the
coordination QP. Moreover, we prove that this coordination
QP inherits the sparsity pattern from the original problem.
We use this insight in the key step of our developments: the
introduction of a second (inner) level of problem distribution
to ALADIN. In other words, we show how the coordination
QP can be solved efficiently in a decentralized fashion. To
the latter end, we propose a decentralized variant of the
Conjugate Gradient (CG) method. We also investigate the
2Note that the globalization routine in ALADIN also requires central
coordination. However, as our goal for the present paper is developing a local
algorithm, the globalization routine is not considered. Hence decentralizing
the solution of the coordination QP provides an avenue towards a fully
decentralized algorithm.
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2application of decentralized ADMM. The proposed framework
is based on two consecutive layers of problem distribution: the
general outer ALADIN structure is combined with a second
inner layer. Hence we refer to it as bi-level distribution. As
iterative methods (such as CG and ADMM) typically return
inexact solutions, the original local convergence analysis for
ALADIN [19] is not directly applicable. Accounting for this
fact, we show that local convergence properties of ALADIN
are preserved by enforcing bounds on the accuracy of the
inner decentralized methods. These bounds are derived using
arguments from inexact Newton methods [22]. This way
we obtain—to the best of our knowledge—one of the first
decentralized algorithms with local convergence guarantees
for constrained non-convex problems.
The remainder is structured as follows: Section II recalls
ALADIN and condensing techniques for the coordination QP.
Section III shows how the local convergence properties of
ALADIN while solving inexactly the coordination QP. Section
IV provides details on how to solve the reduced system in
a decentralized fashion using decentralized ADMM [1, 5]
and decentralized conjugate gradient. Finally, examples from
power systems and from robotics are presented in Section V.
Notation. If not explicitly stated differently, we use super-
scripts p¨qk for inner iterations and omit outer iteration indexes
for simplicity. In optimization problems the Lagrange multi-
plier κ associated to constraint h is denoted as hpxq ď 0 | κ.
Given a matrix S P Rnˆm, Sij denotes its ijth entry.
II. PRELIMINARIES & PROBLEM STATEMENT
A. Recalling ALADIN
Distributed optimization aims at solving problems of the
form3,4
min
xPRnx
ÿ
iPR
fipxiq (1a)
subject to hipxiq ď 0 @ i P R (1b)ÿ
iPR
Aixi “ 0, (1c)
with objective functions fi : Rnxi Ñ R and constraints
hi : Rnxi Ñ Rnhi . In all subproblems i P R “ t1, . . . , Nu
the functions fi and hi are assumed to be twice continuously
differentiable and possibly non-convex. The overall decision
vector is x :“ pxJ1 , . . . , xJN qJ P Rnx and the matrices Ai P
Rncˆnxi describe couplings between subproblems. Standard
ALADIN is summarized in Algorithm 1; we refer to [19, 23,
24] for details including convergence proofs and application
examples.
Two main steps in ALADIN require central coordination
and thus render ALADIN distributed instead of decentralized:
(i) the coordination QP in Step 2) and (ii) an additional
globalization strategy which is neglected (for the sake of
3Ovserve that (1) can be interpreted as a generalization of a consensus
problem [1] in the sense that any consensus problem can be expressed in
form of (1) by appropriately choosing Ai.
4 For the sake of simplified notation we consider only inequality constraints
hi here. Including equality constraints gi : Rnxi ÞÑ Rngi does not pose any
difficulty as gi can be reformulated as 0 ď gipxiq ď 0.
Algorithm 1 Standard ALADIN (full-step variant)
Initialization: Initial guess pz0, λ0q, parameters Σi ą 0, ρ, µ.
Repeat (until convergence):
1) Parallelizable Step: Solve for all i P R locally
xki “ argmin
xi
fipxiq ` pλkqJAixi ` ρ
2
›››xi ´ zki ›››2
Σi
s.t. hipxiq ď 0 | κki ,
(2)
and compute sensitivities Hki , g
k
i and C
k
i , cf. [19].
2) Coordination Step: Solve the coordination problem
min
∆x,s
ÿ
iPR
1
2
∆xJi H
k
i ∆xi ` gki J∆xi`λkJs` µ2 }s}22
s.t.
ÿ
iPR
Aipxki `∆xiq “ s |λQP,
Cact ki ∆xi “ 0 @i P R.
(3)
3) Broadcast and Update Variables:
zk`1 Ð xk `∆xk and λk`1 Ð λQP.
simplicity) in Step 3). Here, we focus on designing a local
optimization algorithm. Hence, we use the full-step variant
of ALADIN and focus on issue (i). Note that—upon solving
Step 2) exactly in a decentralized fashion and modulo technical
subtleties—one directly obtains a decentralized algorithm for
constrained non-convex problems (1).
B. Condensing the coordination QP
In ALADIN (Algorithm 1) the coordination QP (3) directly
scales with the number of decision variables and constraints
pnx`nh`ncq, which may be prohibitive in many applications.
Hence we aim at reducing the size of (3) to the number
of coupling constraints nc which is typically much smaller
than pnx ` nhq. In context of direct methods for numerical
optimal control, a similar approach has been used in [21].
Subsequently, we derive the reduced QP based on the Schur-
complement whereas the analysis in [21] is based on dualiza-
tion. In contrast to [21], we consider slack variables s as they
are important in practice.
In Step 2) of ALADIN one solves the coordination QP
min
∆x,s
ÿ
iPR
1
2
∆xJi Hi∆xi`giJ∆xi ` λJs` µ2 }s}
2
2
s.t. Cacti ∆xi “ 0, @i P R (4)ÿ
iPR
Aipxi `∆xiq “ s | λQP,
where Hi P Rnxiˆnxi are positive definite Hessian approxi-
mations of the local Lagrangians, gi P Rnxi and the gradients,
λ P Rnc are Lagrange multiplier estimates for the consensus
constraint, Cacti P Rn
k
hi
ˆnxi are constraint linearizations of
the active constraints with nkhi being the number of active
constraints in the kth ALADIN iteration in subproblem i P R.
Ai P Rncˆnxi describes linear coupling between the subprob-
lems. The slack s P Rnc in combination with a sufficiently
large penalty parameter µ P R` fosters numerical stability.5
5Neglecting the slack variables s simplifies condensing. However, these
variables are essential for handling inconsistent constraint linearizations [19].
The examples of Section V fail to converge in absence of them.
3For the sake of readability, we suppress the ALADIN iteration
superscripts p¨qk whenever possible without ambiguity.
Assumption 1 (Strong regularity). For all ALADIN iterates
k P N, for all i P R, and for all local minimizers of
(1), linear independence constraint qualification (LICQ), strict
complementarity condition (SCC) and second-order sufficient
conditions (SOSC) are satisfied on the nullspace of Ci, cf.
[25].6
We employ the nullspace method [25] to project (4) onto
the subspace spanned by Cacti . Assumption 1 implies that
Cact :“ diagiPR Cacti P Rnkhˆnx has full row-rank. Hence
parametrizing nullpCactq in terms of v P Rnx´nkh yields
nullpCactq “ tx P Rnx | x “ Zv, v P Rnx´nkhu
where the columns of Z P Rnxˆpnx´nkhq form a basis of
nullpCactq. With xi :“ Zivi for all i P R, we write (4) as
min
∆v,s
ÿ
iPR
1
2
∆vJi H¯i∆vi ` g¯Ji ∆vi ` λJs` µ2 }s}
2
2
s.t.
ÿ
iPR
A¯ipvi `∆viq “ s | λQP. (5)
where H¯i :“ ZJi HiZi, g¯i :“ Zigi, and A¯i :“ AiZi. Upon
eliminating the equation for s, the KKT conditions of (5) readˆ
H¯ A¯J
A¯ ´ 1µI
˙ˆ
∆v
λQP
˙
“
ˆ ´g¯
´A¯v ´ 1µλ
˙
, (6)
where H¯ :“ diag `tH¯iuiPR˘, g¯ :“ ` g¯J1 , . . . , g¯JN ˘J and
A¯ :“ ` A¯1, . . . , A¯N ˘.
We use the Schur-complement [25, Chap. 16] to further
reduce (6). SOSC implies that H¯ is positive definite and
therefore invertible. Hence, we solve the first row of (6) as
∆v “ H¯´1p´A¯JλQP ´ g¯q and obtain
pµ´1I ` A¯H¯´1A¯JqλQP “ A¯pv ´ H¯´1g¯q ` µ´1λ (7)
which is a linear system of equations of dimension nc. After
solving (7), the solution to (4) ∆x can be obtained by
backwards substitution. Exploiting the block structure of H¯ ,
g¯ and A¯ we write (7) as˜
µ´1I `
ÿ
iPR
Si
¸
λQP “ µ´1λ`
ÿ
iPR
si (8)
where Si “ A¯iH¯´1i A¯Ji and si “ A¯ipvi´H¯´1i g¯iq. Observe that
the matrices Si and the vectors si can be computed entirely
locally. Furthermore, reverse application of the above formulas
shows that the increments ∆xi can be computed locally via
∆xi “ ZiH¯´1i
`´A¯Ji λQP ´ g¯i˘ . (9)
Doing so, we arrive at a variant of ALADIN requiring less
communication compared to the standard one in Algorithm 1.
Algorithm 2 Bi-level distributed ALADIN
Initialization: Initial guess pz0, λ0q, parameters Σi ą 0, ρ, µ.
Repeat (until convergence):
1) Parallelizable Step: Solve for all i P R locally
xki “ argmin
xi
fipxiq ` pλkqJAixi ` ρ
2
›››xi ´ zki ›››2
Σi
s.t. hipxiq ď 0 | κki ,
(10)
and compute condensed sensitivities S˜i and s˜i.
2) Coordination Step: Solve decentralized/distributed˜
µ´1I `
ÿ
iPR
Si
¸
λQP “ µ´1λ`
ÿ
iPR
si (11)
with residuum }rkλ} (15) small enough according to (14).
3) Broadcast and Update Variables:
λk Ð λQP and zk`1i Ð xki `∆xki using (9).
C. Bi-level distributed ALADIN
Algorithm 2 summarizes the general algorithmic framework
for bi-level distributed ALADIN. Note that the condensing all
iterates k for (4) can be performed locally and that a coor-
dination QP of reduced dimension is used for coordination.
This distributed algorithm can in principle be applied as is.
However, it still requires solving a (less complex) hierarchical
coordination problem (11). Observe that solving (11) by a
decentralized algorithm, one obtains a decentralized variant
of ALADIN. In Section IV we propose two variants for
doing so: one based on conjugate gradient and one based
on ADMM. As, for conceptual and numerical reasons, these
iterative algorithms do not yield an exact values of λQP, the
next section presents a convergence analysis of ALADIN for
inexact solutions to (11).
III. LOCAL CONVERGENCE ANALYSIS
Usually decentralized algorithms solving (11) achieve a
finite precision only. Hence it is fair to ask whether it is pos-
sible to preserve local convergence guarantees under inexact
solutions. We answer this question by combining properties
of ALADIN [19] with classical results from inexact Newton
methods [22].
Bi-level distributed ALADIN is composed of two main
steps: the parallelizable Step 1) solving local NLPs and
computing (condensed) sensitivities as well as the coordination
Step 2) solving (11). In order to establish local convergence
properties of bi-level distributed ALADIN, we aim at ensuring
progress towards a local minimizer in both steps.
From [26, Lemma 3] we have that the mapping formed by
Step 1) is locally Lipschitz, i.e.
}pk ´ p‹} ď χ}qk ´ p‹} (12)
with qk “ pzk, λk, κk´1q and pk :“ pxk, λk, κkq for some
χ ă 8. The superscript p¨q‹ denotes optimal primal and dual
variables of (1).
6Note that the SOSC assumption made here is slightly stronger than the
general SOSC from [25]. Here we require positive definiteness of Hi on the
tangent space of the nonlinear constraints and do not consider the nullspace
of the consensus constraints (1c).
4It remains to analyze the progress in the coordination
problem (11). Eliminating s, the optimality conditions of (3)
read¨˝
H AJ CaJ
A ´ 1µI 0
Ca 0 0
‚˛
looooooooooomooooooooooon
“:Mppkq
∆qk“
¨˝´g ´ CaJκk ´AJλk
´Axk ` b
0
‚˛looooooooooooooomooooooooooooooon
“:mppkq
, (13)
with ∆qk “ qk`1 ´ pk. Apart from the entry ´ 1µI , (13) is
equivalent to a Newton step for (1) if exact Hessians and
Jacobians are used. Hence, we have the typical progress in
Step 2) known from Newton-type methods [25]
}qk`1 ´ p‹} ď γ}pk ´ p‹} ` ω
2
}pk ´ p‹}22
where γ “ }I ´Mppkq´1∇2Lppkq} ă 1 can be seen as a
bound on the error of ∇2Lppkq with Lpx, λ, κq :“ fpxq `
λJAx ` κJhpxq being the Lagrangian to (1). Yet this only
holds for an exact solution to (13).
Denote the approximate solution by q¯k`1 and ∆q¯k “
q¯k`1 ´ pk. We define the residual for (13) similar to inexact
Newton methods as
rkp :“Mppkq∆q¯k ´mppkq.
We assume that the residual is bounded by
}rkp} ď ηk}mppkq}, (14)
which we have to guarantee during the ALADIN iterations.
Now we have all the ingredients to prove the main result of
this section.
Theorem 1 (Conv. of Bi-level decentralized ALADIN).
Consider bi-level distributed ALADIN (Algorithm 2). Suppose
Assumption 1 holds. Let 1
µk
“ Op}qk´p‹}q, let ∇2L and ∇L
be Lipschitz, and let the solution to the condensed QP (11)
satisfy (14) in each iteration k P N`.
Then there exists η P pηk, 8q such that bi-level distributed
ALADIN converges locally to px‹, λ‹, κ‹q
‚ at linear rate; and
‚ at quadratic rate if ηk “ Op}qk ´ p‹}q.
Proof. The inequalities (12), (14) and the Lipschitz property
of m with 1
µk
“ Op}qk ´ p‹}q imply
}q¯k`1 ´ p‹} ď }qk`1 ´ p‹} ` }q¯k`1 ´ qk`1}
ď ω
2
}qk ´ p‹}22 ` α ¨ ηk}mppkq ´mpp‹q}
ď ω
2
}qk ´ p‹}22 ` α ¨ β ¨ ηk}pk ´ p‹}
ď ω
2
}qk ´ p‹}22 ` α ¨ β ¨ χ ¨ ηk}qk ´ p‹},
where β is the Lipschitz-constant of m. The finiteness of α, β
and χ shows linear convergence if α ¨ β ¨ χ ¨ ηk ă 1. Quadratic
convergence follows immediately from the above inequality if
ηk “ Op}qk ´ p‹}q.
The above result shows that inexact solutions to (11) do
not jeopardize linear or even quadratic local convergence of
bi-level distributed ALADIN.
However, the question of how to evaluate (14) in a decentral-
ized setting arises. To this end, we draw upon rkp the residual
of (11)
rkλ :“
˜
µ´1I `
ÿ
iPR
Si
¸
λk ´ µ´1λ´
ÿ
iPR
si. (15)
The structure of S, s, and (15) imply that rkλ “ A¯H¯´1p´g¯ ´
A¯Jλkq “ A¯∆v “ ∇λLppkq. As we enforce ∇∆xLppkq “ 0
and ∇κLppkq “ 0 by virtue of the nullspace method and the
first row of (6), we obtain rkp “ p0J 0J rkJλ qJ and }rkp} “
}rkλ}. Hence, note that one can evaluate (14) using only the
residual of the reduced system }rkλ}.
IV. DECENTRALIZED SOLUTION OF THE COORD. QP (11)
Observe that the QP (11) inherits structural properties of
problem (1); i.e. the Schur-complements Si inherit the sparsity
pattern induced by the coupling matrices Ai. This sparsity
can be exploited—either to further reduce communication by
using sparse matrix storage formats or to design decentralized
algorithms. Here we focus on the latter. We first analyze
the sparsity of the matrices Sis and then we propose two
decentralized algorithms exploiting this sparsity.
A. Sparsity of the Schur-complements
Usually, the consensus constraint (1c) describes couplings
between two neighboring subproblems i, j P R. This means
that in the matrices Ai and Aj the ith and jth rows are
nonzero.
Definition 1 (Assigned consensus constraints). A subprob-
lem i P R is called assigned to consensus constraint j P
C “ t1, . . . , ncu, if the jth row of Ai is non-zero. Further-
more, all subproblems assigned to consensus constraint j are
collected in Rpjq :“ ti P R | i assigned to j P Cu.
A consensus constraint j P C is called n-assigned, if
|Rpjq| “ n. Furthermore, if |Rpjq| ď n for all j P C, problem
(1) is called n-assigned.
Observe that assigned consensus constraints generalize the
usual consensus setting [1]. Moreover, they provide an effec-
tive framework to analyze the sparsity pattern of the Schur-
complements. We remark that any generic consensus problem
can be expressed in this form via appropriate choice of Ai and
using additional local variables.
Remark 1 (Reformulation as 2-assigned problem). Without
loss of generality any n-assigned problem can be reformulated
as 2-assigned problem by introduction of auxiliary decision
variables. For example consider a 3-assigned problem with
consensus constraint A1x1 ` A2x2 ` A3x3 “ 0 where
A1, A2,A3 ‰ 0. Introduce a copy of x2 in subproblem
1 as x˜2 :“ x2 and define an augmented decision vector
x˜1 :“ px1 x˜2qJ. This yields a 2-assigned problem in terms
of the augmented decision vectors px˜1, x2, x3q
pA1 A2q x˜1 `A3x3 “ 0, p0 Iq x˜1 ´ Ix2 “ 0.
5Lemma 2 (Sparsity of Si). The rows and columns of Si and
entries of si, i P R, which are not assigned to consensus
constraint j, (i.e. all j R Cpiq :“ tj P C | i P Rpjqu) are zero.
Proof. We have Si “ A¯iH¯´1i A¯Ji “ AipZiH¯´1i ZJi qAJi . All
columns of Ai with j R Cpiq are zero by Definition 1. It
follows immediately that the rows and columns of Si with
j R Cpiq are zero. The sparsity of si “ A¯ipvi´H¯´1i g¯iq follows
analogously.
Lemma 2 shows that the matrices Si and vectors si have
non-zero entries only for neighboring subproblems.
B. Consensus reformulation
Now, we reformulate (11) as a strictly convex consensus
problem such that the conjugate gradient method and ADMM
are applicable. Specifically, we reformulate (11) as˜ÿ
iPR
S˜i
¸
λQP “
ÿ
iPR
s˜i (16)
where each S˜i and s˜i is constructed by local information only.
Equation (11) implies that the reduced QP is separable as it
involves sums of Si and si. However, the terms µ´1I and
µ´1λ can not directly be assigned to any of the subproblems.
One possibility is to introduce an additional subproblem
which would serve as a coordinator. However, here we are
interested in relying on neighborhood communication only.
Hence we distribute µ´1I and µ´1λ uniformly to all sub-
problems assigned to the corresponding consensus constraint.
This yields
S˜i :“ Si`
ncÿ
j“1
δij
|Rpjq|µIj , s˜i :“ si`
ncÿ
j“1
δij
|Rpjq|µλIj , (17)
where Ij contains only zeros except for Ijj “ 1 and δij :“ 1
if j P Cpiq and 0 else. This way (11) is expressed in the form
of (16) without destroying its sparsity pattern.
The next result reformulates (16) as strictly convex QP.
Lemma 3 (Minimization to solve (8)). The minimizer of
min
λ
1
2
λJ
Nÿ
i“1
S˜iλ´
Nÿ
i“1
s˜Ji λ. (18)
is unique and solves (16). Furthermore, (18) is strictly convex.
Proof. The first-order necessary condition for (18) reads
1
2 p
řN
i“1 S˜i `
řN
i“1 S˜Ji qλ ´
řN
i“1 s˜i “ 0. From Lemma 4
(given in the Appendix) one has that S˜i “ S˜Ji . This proves the
first assertion. Moreover, Lemma 4 gives
řN
i“1 S˜i ą 0 which
implies strict convexity of (18).
C. Decentralized conjugate gradient
Next, we propose a sparsity exploiting variant of the con-
jugate gradient algorithm. The usual centralized conjugate
gradient method with r0 “ p0 “ s˜´ S˜λ0 reads [25]
αk “ r
kJrk
rkJS˜rk
, (19a)
λk`1 “ λk ` αkpk, (19b)
Algorithm 3 Decentralized conjugate gradient
Initialization: Initial guess r0 “ p0 “ s˜´ S˜λ0.
Preparation: Exchange S˜iej and s˜Ji ej between neighboring regions
Rpjq locally for all j P C.
Repeat:
1) Compute locally
rSkj “
ÿ
jPC
rkJS˜ejrkj and r
2k
j “ prkj q2,
between all Rpjq for all j P C using (22).
2) Sum up globally αk “
´ř
jPC r
2k
j
¯
{
´ř
jPC r
Sk
j
¯
.
3) Compute locally for all j P C
λk`1j “ λkj ` αkpkj ,
rk`1j “ rkj ´ αk
ÿ
iPC
S˜jip
k
i ,
r2k`1j “ prk`1j q2.
4) Sum up globally βk “ 1
r2kj
ÿ
jPC
r2k`1j .
5) Compute locally pk`1j “ rkj ` βkpkj for all j P C.
rk`1 “ rk ´ αkS˜pk, (19c)
βk “ r
k`1Jrk`1
rkJrk
, (19d)
pk`1 “ rk`1 ` βkpk. (19e)
Recall that S˜ “ řiPR S˜i and let ej be the jth unit vector.
Then, from Lemma 2 and (17) we have
S˜ej “
ÿ
iPR
S˜iej “
ÿ
iPRpjq
S˜iej , (20)
i.e. the jth column of S˜ belonging to consensus constraint j is
the sum only of the respective rows of S˜i of the subproblems
i P Rpjq assigned to consensus constraint j P C. Therefore the
rows of S˜ can be constructed locally based on neighborhood
communication between the assigned subproblems. Further-
more, in (19a) we have to compute
rkJS˜ “
´
rkJS˜e1, . . . , rkJS˜enc
¯
. (21)
From (20) and Lemma 2 we know that S˜iej “ 0 for i P
Cz YiPRpjq Cpiq. Hence, the components of (21) are
rkJS˜ej “
ÿ
iPC
rki S˜ij “
ÿ
iPYlPRpjqCplq
rki S˜ij , @j P C, (22)
where S˜ij denotes the ijth element of S˜. Observe that it
suffices to exchange rki and S˜ji locally between all i P Rpjq.
As
rkJS˜rk “
ÿ
jPC
´
rkJS˜ej
¯
rkj “
ÿ
jPC
rkJS˜ejrkj (23)
and rkj is also known locally, all summands in (23) can be
computed locally. The only centralized operation is evaluating
one global sum. The same applies to
rkJrk “
ÿ
jPC
prkj q2,
6where prkj q2 can be computed locally. Similar analysis applies
to (19b)-(19e), where in (19d) an additional global sum is
needed and therefore the conjugate gradient needs two global
sums in each iteration.7 Algorithm 3 summarizes the proposed
decentralized variant of the conjugate gradient method.
Note that the decentralized conjugate gradient algorithm
requires communication between all subproblems assigned to
a specific consensus constraint. In other words, this algorithm
can be executed in decentralized fashion if the coupling
described in the Ais refer to two subproblems only, i.e. if
Problem (1) is 2-assigned. The same holds for ADMM as we
will see in the next section.
D. Decentralized ADMM
The above proposed decentralized conjugate gradient
method still requires (very little) central coordination using
the global sums in Step 2) and Step 4) of Algorithm 3. As an
alternative, we consider a decentralized variant of ADMM for
solving (11) without these centralized steps.
We rely on decentralized ADMM in so-called consensus
form to (18) [1, 2]. To this end, we introduce variable copies
of λ, λ1, . . . , λN and write (18) as
min
λ1,...,λN ,λ¯
Nÿ
i“1
fipλiq
s.t. λi “ λ¯ | γi, i “ 1, . . . , N,
(24)
with fipλiq :“ λJi Siλi ´ sJi λi. The ADMM iteration rules
can be derived from the method of multipliers combined with
coordinate descent [2]. Decentralized ADMM is summarized
in Algorithm 4. Observe that (25) is an entirely local step, (26)
is a simple averaging step based on neighborhood communica-
tion, and (27) is again a local step. Furthermore (25) requires
solving a linear system with changing right-hand sides, which
means that pS˜i ` ρIq has to be factorized once only and can
be reused in all ADMM iterations.
7Note that although the sum is global, it can easily be decentralized by
computing the sum via “hopping” (i.e. a round-robin protocol) from neighbor
to neighbor.
Algorithm 4 Decentralized ADMM
Initialization: Initial guess λ0 and parameter ρ “ ρADM.
Repeat:
1) Compute locally for all i P R
λk`1i “argmin
λi
λJi
´
S˜i ` ρI
¯
λi`
´
γki ´ s˜i ´ ρλ¯k
¯J
λi. (25)
2) Compute locally for all consensus constraints j P C
eJj λ¯
k`1 “ 1|Rpjq|
ÿ
iPRpjq
eJj λ
k`1
i . (26)
3) Compute locally for all i P R
γk`1i “ γki ` ρ
´
λk`1i ´ λ¯k`1i
¯
. (27)
E. Comparison of CG and ADMM
The convergence properties of CG and ADMM are sum-
marized in Table I. In theory, CG yields the exact solution
in at most nc steps [25, Thm 5.1]. However, in practice
the convergence is typically slower as conjugate gradient
is sensitive to errors caused by finite precision arithmetic.
Practically one observes superlinear convergence [27]. The
recent paper [28] shows sublinear convergence of ADMM for
convex objectives fi.8 In case of (2), the fis are only convex,
hence at least sublinear convergence can be expected which is
in line with our later numerical observations. Thus conjugate
gradient is expected to outperform ADMM. An advantage of
CG compared to ADMM is that no tuning of the step size is
needed, as this is done “automatically” in Step 2) and Step 4)
of CG.
As discussed in the previous section, satisfying (14) pre-
serves the convergence properties in bi-level distributed AL-
ADIN. Note that criterion (14) can be evaluated locally by
computing eJj rkλ for each j P C and calculating one additional
global sum. However, in implementations it turns out that a
fixed number of iterations for the coordination step combined
with warm starting often suffices to ensure 0 ă ηk ă 0.
TABLE I: Convergence properties of decentralized CG and decen-
tralized ADMM for (11).
conv. rate CG ADMM
theoretical nc-step sublinear8
practical linear/superlinear9 sublinear
tuning no yes
Remark 2 (Related works on optimization over networks).
Related results to our above developments can be found in
the context of distributed optimization over networks, see [4,
31] for recent overviews. The problems considered therein are
in general more difficult. Frequently, communication delays,
a time-varying network topology and asynchronous operation
might be considered. Prominent algorithms tailored to dis-
tributed optimization over networks are, for example, EXTRA
[32], NEXT and also the widely used decentralized variant of
ADMM [33]. Linear systems of equations are considered in
[34, 35], gradient and subgradient-based algorithms can be
found in [36, 37]. Indeed most of the algorithms cited above
can in principle be used to solve (18) in decentralized fashion.
A potential pitfall might be that the convergence rate of these
algorithms is at most linear, in many cases merely sublinear.
F. Communication analysis
We turn to analyze the forward communication need in all
ALADIN variants for 2-assigned problems. Forward means
that, for the sake of simplicity, we consider the communication
8For strongly convex fi, linear convergence of ADMM can be shown [4,
28, 29]. In the present paper the fi of (24) are only convex but not strictly
convex.
9Analyzing the convergence rate of conjugate gradient methods seems quite
complex as there are different phases with different convergence rates during
the iteration cf. [27, 30]. However, the practically observed convergence rate
often is superlinear [30].
7TABLE II: Per-step forward communication (number of floats) for
2-assigned problems and different ALADIN variants.
variant standard cond. ADMM CG
local prep. - - - 2n2c
local iter. - - 2ncnAD 2ncnCG
global ą
Nÿ
i“1
pnxi ` ngi q2
2
n2c ` nc - 2NnCG
in Step 2) of the different ALADIN variants where local
sensitivities are communicated to the coordination QP. The
backward communication in Step 3) is negligible compared
to forward one. Our analysis evaluates communication by
counting the number of floating point numbers.
Moreover, we distinguish two different kinds of communi-
cation: The first one is global communication, i.e. the infor-
mation sent to any central (coordinating) entity. The second
kind is local communication between neighbors. We assess
the local preparation steps, which are done only once per
outer ALADIN iteration in a preprocessing phase between
neighboring subproblems.10
The forward communication for solving the coordination
problem (11) of bi-level distributed ALADIN once is shown
in Table II. In its full variant, ALADIN communicates the
first and second-order sensitivities of the objective and the
first-order sensitivity of the constraints to the coordinator.
Let the constraints hi (1b) consist of ngi equalities (handled
as per Footnote 4) and nhi ´ ngi inequalities. Neglecting
sparsity and counting the number of all entries of the sen-
sitivity matrices/vectors yields the following lower boundřN
i“1
pnxi`ngi qpnxi`ngi`1q
2 . Note that we do not count the
communication of the Ais here as they have to be commu-
nication only once and do not change during iterations.In
case of active inequality constraints, ngi is enlarged by the
number of active inequality constraints which is bounded by
nhi ´ ngi . Hence, the above is a lower bound on the per-step
communication which may vary during the ALADIN outer
iterations. For a detailed application-specific communication
analysis for the standard ALADIN see [23].
In the condensed and sparsity exploiting variant of
ALADIN—i.e. Algorithm 2 without decentralization of (11)—
the global forward communication is ncpnc ` 1q where nc is
the number of coupling constraints. The number of coupling
constraints is typically much smaller than the total number of
decision variables thus reducing the necessary communication
effectively. Note that the 2 in the denominator disappears due
to 2-assignment and therefore each row of S˜ is composed of
the rows of exactly two Si.
The bi-level distributed ALADIN ADMM variant (ALADIN
ADMM) relies on purely local communication; i.e. in each
iteration, the respective λi’s between two neighboring regions
10Note that we analyze the communication under symmetric conditions;
i.e. both regions assigned to a consensus constraint send and receive the
values corresponding to the respective consensus constraint. In general, it
would suffice to choose one of these two participating regions to take care
of the computations. However, this would render the algorithm somehow
asymmetric.
 
Fig. 1: IEEE 30-bus system with induced connectivity graph G
and paritioning P “ tt1-8, 28u, t9-11, 17, 21, 22u, t24-27, 29, 30u,
t12-16, 18-20, 23uu.
S˜
2
S˜
1
Fig. 2: Sparsity patterns of the Schur complements for subproblem 1
and 2 with Cp1qXCp2q “ t5, . . . , 12u and the dashed interconnection
from Figure 1.
are exchanged. Hence, in ALADIN ADMM one communicates
2nc ¨ nAD floats locally, where nAD is the number of inner
ADMM iterations.
Similarly, in the bi-level distributed ALADIN with conju-
gate gradient (ALADIN CG) one communicates 2nc ¨ nCG
floats locally and additionally 2 ¨ n2c in the local preparation
phase (the rows of the Schur-complements eJj Si). Finally, the
global communication for computing α and β is 2N ¨ nCG.
V. NUMERICAL CASE STUDIES
A. AC Optimal Power Flow
Non-convex AC optimal power flow problems are of crucial
interest in control of power systems. Specifically, we investi-
gate the IEEE 30-bus system shown in Figure 1 with data from
[38]. For details on how to formulate OPF problems in form of
(1) see [3, 23, 39]. Here we use the problem formulation and
partitioning P from [23] with ALADIN parameters ρ “ 106,
µ “ 107 and the step size for the lower-level ADMM
ρ “ 2 ¨ 10´2. In all cases we use warm-starting for CG and
ADMM to accelerate convergence.
The 30-bus example has two physical interconnections
between subproblems 1 and 2 shown in Figure 1. This leads
to eight consensus constraints jointly assigned to subproblem
1 and 2 [23]. Figure 2 shows the resulting sparsity patterns
of the corresponding Schur-complements S˜1 P R32ˆ32 and
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(b) Convergence of ALADIN for t80, 100, 200, 400, 1000u inner
iterations with ADMM and for 80 inner iterations with distributed
conjugate gradient.
Fig. 3: Convergence behavior of different decentralized ALADIN variants.
TABLE III: Total iterations versus inner iterations for OPF.
ninner  80 100 200 400 1000
CG 10´4 800 800 800 800 800
ADMM 10´2 - 7 000 7 000 7 600 11 000
10´3 - - 10 800 10 800 13 000
10´4 - - - 14 800 16 000
S˜2 P R32ˆ32. One can observe an overlap in the corresponding
rows/columns of S˜1 and S˜2 predicted by Lemma 2. The
rows/columns of the remaining Schur-complements S˜3 and S˜4
are zero respectively.
Figure 3a shows the behavior of standard ALADIN (exactly
solved coordination QP) and for ALADIN CG. Figure 3b
depicts the results for inexactly solved coordination QP with
different fixed numbers of inner iterations for ALADIN CG
and ALADIN ADMM. Observe that there is almost no differ-
ence in the convergence rate of standard ALADIN compared
with ALADIN CG with 80 inner iterations.
In contrast, different numbers of inner iterations influence
the total convergence behavior of ALADIN ADMM, cf. Fig-
ure 3b. Indeed the convergence speed varies greatly with
nAD P t80, 100, 200, 400, 1000u; also the achievable accuracy
of ALADIN ADMM seems to be limited by different numbers
of inner ADMM iterations. Whereas for ALADIN CG a
fixed number of inner iterations yields good performance, the
number of inner iterations necessary for ALADIN ADMM
depends on the desired solution accuracy and it effects the
overall convergence speed (i.e. the number of outer ALADIN
iterations).
This behavior is underpinned by the total number of inner
iterations (# of inner iterations times # of outer iterations)
shown in Table III.
Figure 4 depicts the convergence behavior of distributed
conjugate gradient and ADMM for two different instances of
(11). The left-hand side shows the results for ALADIN CG
and ALADIN ADMM at one of the first iterations of ALADIN
where S˜ is quite ill-conditioned. The right-hand side depicts
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Fig. 4: Convergence of ADMM and CG for typical S˜ occuring
in OPF. On the left we have a S˜ with condpS˜q “ 8 ¨ 109 in the
beginning of the ALADIN iterations and on the right we have
condpS˜q “ 5 ¨ 106 when ALADIN is almost converged.
the convergence of both algorithms when ALADIN is almost
converged and therefore the condition number of S˜ is smaller.
Observe the sublinear convergence rate of ADMM versus the
practically superlinear convergence rate of conjugate gradient
(cf. Table I) in both cases. Furthermore, note that the theoreti-
cal finite convergence of CG (here this would be 32 iterations)
is not realized due to the conditioning of S˜. However, the
practical convergence rate of centralized CG appears to be
superior to most other available decentralized methods [31].
B. Distributed control of mobile robots
As a second example we consider an Optimal Control
Problem (OCP) where two mobile robots should reach their
final position while keeping a minimum distance to each other,
cf. [7]. The centralized OCP reads
min
zip¨q,uip¨q,@iPR
ż T
0
ÿ
iPR
}zi ´ zei }2Qi ` }ui}2Ri dt (28a)
s.t. 9ziptq “ fipziptq, uiptqq, zip0q “ zi0, @i P R (28b)
px, yqJi pT q “ pxe, yeqJi , @i P R (28c)
}px, yqJi ptq ´ px, yqJj ptq}22 ě d2, i ‰ j (28d)
where zi “ pxi yi θiqJ is the state of each robot i P R, xi
and yi describe the robots position in the x-y-plane, and θi is
the yaw angle with respect to the x-axis (Fig. 5a). The stage
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Fig. 5: Distributed control of mobile robots.
cost (28a) is the sum of quadratic tracking cost with respect
to the desired end position zei P R3 for all robots. Constraint
(28b) are the continuous-time dynamics
9zi “ fipzi, uiq :“
`
vi cospθiq vi sinpθiq ωi
˘J
.@i P t1, 2u.
The inputs ui “ pvi ωiqJ are the velocity vi the turning rate
ωi. The terminal constraint (28c) and the stage cost (28a) are
chosen having a distributed NMPC setting in mind [40].
In order to convert (28) into a partially separable NLP
(1), we introduce auxiliary variables duplicating the predicted
px-yq trajectories of each robot pair and enforce consensus
by the constraint (1c). Due to space limitations we do not
elaborate this in detail. We employ a direct solution approach
and discretize (28) via Euler-backward; the sampling period is
0.1 seconds and the horizon is T “ 10 seconds. We consider
|R| “ 2 robots which should keep a distance of d “ 5 m with
Q “ 0.1 ¨ diagpp10 10 1qq and R “ diagpp1 1qq. We use
ρ “ 102, µ “ 106 and ρAD “ 10´1 as tuning parameters for
ALADIN.
Figure 5b shows the optimal open-loop trajectories for
(28). One can observe that the goal of collision avoidance
is satisfied while the robots move to their target positions.
Interestingly, Problem (28) seems to be numerically quite
different to the OPF problem. Here, nCG “ 30 inner iterations
for CG suffice for local convergence although the problem
size is (nx “ 1 200) much larger. At the same time, at least
nAD “ 2 400 inner iterations were needed for ADMM to
achieve an accuracy of  “ 10´4.
C. Numerical communication analysis
Finally, we evaluate forward communication as introduced
in Section IV-F practically. Table IV summarizes the forward
communication for both examples. In addition the last two
rows in both parts of Table IV depict the total communication
(per step-communication times outer # of ALADIN iterations)
for a termination tolerance of  “ 10´4.
As expected, ALADIN with condensing (Algorithm 2)
needs much less communication compared to standard AL-
ADIN variant (Algorithm 1). Solving (11) with the decen-
tralized variants of conjugate gradient or ADMM increases
total communication compared to the condensed ALADIN
variant. Furthermore, the total communication of ALADIN CG
TABLE IV: Forward comm. to  “ 10´4 with nAD “ 400, nCG “ 80
for OPF and nAD “ 2 400, nCG “ 30 for robot control.
variant standard condensed ADMM CG
O
PF
local prep. - - - 2 048
local iter. - - 25 600 5 120
global ą9 858 1 056 - 960
local tot. - - 691 200 53 248
global tot. ą98 580 10 560 - 9 600
ro
bo
ts
local prep. - - - 80 000
local iter. - - 960 000 12 000
global ą824 506 40 200 - 120
local tot. - - 9 600 k 200 k
global tot. ą20 613 k 1 005 k - 1 k
is smaller compared to standard ALADIN. The comparably
large local communication burden of ALADIN ADMM stems
from the increased number of inner iterations, cf. Figure 3b
and Table III.
Finally, it is worth to be noted investing the very limited
global coordination and communication effort required by AL-
ADIN CG one can achieve much better performance compared
with entirely decentralized coordination, cf. right-hand side
columns of Table IV.
VI. SUMMARY & OUTLOOK
This paper has proposed a framework for designing decen-
tralized algorithms for non-convex constrained optimization
problems via bi-level distribution of the ALADIN algorithm.
The core idea is to add a second (inner) layer of dis-
tributed/decentralized computation to ALADIN, whereby the
coordination QP is first condensed (as a post-processing step of
solving the local non-convex subproblems) and then solved in
decentralized fashion. We have presented sufficient conditions
on the numerical solution accuracy necessary to preserve local
quadratic convergence properties of ALADIN. Moreover, we
have shown how this bound can be enforced by means of
decentralized inner algorithms. Specifically, we have proposed
a decentralized variant of the conjugate gradient method,
which shows promising performance. We also compared it to
using ADMM at the inner level. Simulation studies from power
systems and robotics underpin the efficacy of the proposed
scheme. These studies also indicate that decentralized conju-
gate gradient outperforms ADMM in terms of convergence
speed and in terms of total communication effort.
We expect that the proposed bi-level distribution framework
opens new avenues for future research, e.g., on decentralizing
globalization strategies or on tailored decentralized algorithms
for distributed non-linear model predictive control.
APPENDIX A
Lemma 4 (Si ľ 0, S ą 0 and SJi “ Si). The matrices Si
are positive semidefinite, S “ řNi“1 Si is positive definite and
Si “ SJi .
Proof. By Assumption 1 we have that all H¯is are positive
definite, i.e. xJH¯ix ą 0 for all x P Rni . With x :“ H´1i y
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we have xJH¯ix “ yJpH¯´1i qJH¯iH¯´1i y “ yJH¯´1i y ą 0.
Furthermore let y :“ A¯iz. Then zJA¯Ji H¯´1i A¯iz “ zJSiz ě 0
for all z P Rnc as A¯i may be rank deficient.
S ą 0 : We know from Assumption 1 that xJH¯x ą 0. By
defining y :“ Ax we have xJAJH¯Ax “ xJSx ą 0 as A has
full rank by LICQ.
As Hi “ HJi , we have H¯Ji “ pZJi HiZiqJ “pHiZiqJZi “ ZJi HJi Zi “ H¯i and by the same argument
SJi “ pA¯iH¯´1i A¯Ji qJ “ Si. To obtain S˜i we add elements to
the main diagonal only yielding S˜i “ S˜Ji .
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